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ABSTRACT
When recording their GPS trajectories or posting geo-tagged
content on social networks, people produce social spatiotemporal data that can be stored and shared, namely geosocial data. Much of these spatio-temporal data can be used
by organizations and applications, for statistical analysis or
to provide services that are based on data. By letting people sell the data they produce, to different consumers, both
sides can benefit. Thus, we present here a visionary idea of
a geosocial marketplace where people and organizations can
sell, buy and exchange geosocial data, that is, trade with
spatio-temporal data pertaining people. We discuss the involved challenges, such as how to define supply and demand,
pricing data, privacy issues and measuring the amount of
data being exchanged. We explain the importance of the
approach and its applicability. We believe that the proposed vision could motivate followup research in the area
of sharing and exchanging spatio-temporal data as well as
determining appropriate price points.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications—
Spatial databases and GIS
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Smartphones and other types of GPS-enabled devices have
made location data prevalent and the browsing of location
data [26] a popular activity. This has been further fueled
by the ease of recording location data. People can effortlessly collect data about where they are at different times,
and share this data with others, e.g., by sharing GPS trajectories or by checking-in at a place, in a location-based social network. By aggregating location data of different people, applications create repositories of geosocial data, that
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is, datasets that consist of triples (l, t, u) of location l, time
t and user u, specifying that the user u visited location l at
time t. A geosocial dataset combines the spatio-temporal aspect with the social aspect, as data is produced by users, to
reflect user activities, and it can be shared, similarly to data
in online social networks. Such data can be stored locally
on the device or on remote servers.
By using a smartphone, people can easily collect and share
their location data, but it comes with a cost. First, the
recording of location data requires the use of GPS, which is
a large energy consumer, and this necessitates charging the
smartphone more frequently, which is inconvenient. Secondly, storing the data consumes some of the storage space
of the device and transmitting the data requires communication bandwidth. Thirdly, the location data may reveal private information, regarding places the user visited, see [5,17].
Thus, people should be given an incentive to record and
share their location data, e.g., money.
While there is a cost to collecting and sharing location
data, frequently there is also value in such data, for both
organizations and other users. That is, companies and applications can utilize location data of specific individuals or
of crowds, either in real time or by using historical data.
The following are examples of applications that can make
use of such data.
• Recommendation systems: By using information about
the places users visit, recommendation systems can
learn about the preferences and the spatial constraints
of users, and provide recommendations accordingly [6].
• Monitoring traffic: Real-time spatio-temporal data of
people’s location can be used for monitoring the traffic
condition and recommending travel routes to people
based on real traffic data, e.g., as in [15, 21].
• Urban planning: Location data can be used to know
where people are in the city and how they move in the
city, to plan the city better [4, 24].
• Public health: Location data of crowds can be used to
monitor the spread of infectious diseases and improve
the utilization of public-health services [19, 20, 28].
• Tracking celebrities: Location data of celebrities can
be of interest to some people, and in some cases can be
regarded as news people may want to browse [22,25,27]
while distinguishing between past and future [16], and
reliability [13].
These are some examples of the many cases where organizations and applications need geosocial data. However,

solved nowadays by utilizing common exchange formats such
as GeoJSON (see http://geojson.org/) or OSM XML, of
the OpenStreetMap project.

3.

FRAMEWORK

We now present our proposed framework. We consider
location data gathered using a smartphone or a GPS-enabled
wearable device. Therefore, data can be collected almost
at all times and can be transmitted to remote servers. A
location data item is one of the following.
Figure 1: Users upload location data to the marketplace while applications and organizations can buy
location data, according to their needs and budget.
frequently it is hard to collect high-quality geosocial data.
Thus, it would be useful for organizations and for service
providers to be able to buy high-quality location data from
people. This requires having a marketplace in which people
could offer the data, with specified limitations, and buyers could buy data, according to their needs (Fig. 1). The
incentive for sharing location data can be money, as in Amazon Mechanical Turk (www.mturk.com), where people receive
money for executing small tasks. The incentive may also be
a variant of reward points that grant access to a service, or
provide some other benefit. Data may also be exchanged for
other data. However, when collecting data from a crowd,
exchange is problematic because most people have no need
for data of other people and thus there is a need for a marketplace where people could sell and buy data.
Recently there has been a growing interest in personaldata marketplaces, and a few companies have been established to satisfy this need. However, they do not focus on the
specific demands of a marketplace for spatio-temporal data.
For example, a user, say Alice, may only be interested in recent location data of people traveling on the roads between
her home and her office, to estimate the traffic condition on
these roads. Another example is of an urban planning task
where the organization only needs information about the location of people who live in a certain neighborhood. The
challenge is to allow sellers and buyers to specify their needs
effectively and put the appropriate price tag on the data. In
this paper we elaborate on these questions.

2.

RELATED WORK

The need to collect, query and use geosocial data has been
recognized in recent years and there is a growing interest in
utilizing such data. Querying geosocial data [7,9,11] and using data to understand user preferences, in recommendation
systems [3, 8, 10] were studied. Elbery et al. [12] studied the
use of geosocial data for carpooling. Pat et al. [23] showed
how geosocial data can be used to support geographic search.
A marketplace of geosocial data could assist in acquiring
data for such applications.
About two decades ago, the problem of how to exchange
spatial data and share the data between different organizations was studied [1, 2, 14]. However, they focused on issues
of interoperability and the need to integrate the data from
heterogeneous sources. This was before the advent of smartphones and at a time when most people could not record
their location history or easily share their data with others. The interoperability problems they faced can be easily

• A GPS location (l, t, u) where l is a location, t is the
time and u is a user identifier, specifying that user u
was in location l at time t, e.g., a check-in in a locationbased social network. An anonymous GPS measure
(l, t) is the same, except that the user is unknown.
• A trajectory as a sequence [(l1 , t1 , u), . . . , (ln , tn , u)] of
GPS locations of some user, sorted according to the
measure time.
• A geo-tagged post (l, t, u, C) where (l, t, u) is a GPS
location and C is the content (text, picture, etc.), e.g.,
a geo-tagged tweet or post in Twitter or Instagram.
A location dataset D is a set of location data items.
Data Sharing. Sharing of data is the transfer of a location
dataset from one user to another user. A sharing constraint
is a condition ϕ on the times, the locations or the context
of data items, e.g., limiting the locations to a certain area
or limiting the times to certain hours during the day. A
constrained sharing is a pair (D, ϕ) where D is a location
dataset, ϕ is a sharing constraint, and all the data items in
D satisfy ϕ. This is needed so that people could control the
sharing of their location data.
Data Measures. When trading data, it is important to
measure the amount of data or information being shared.
Since there is no common way to do so, we introduce here
three different ways to measure the amount of location data,
in a trade. The first measure is the point count of a dataset
D. It measures the number of GPS points in D, providing a
very simple and direct way to measure the amount of data
being transferred. Note that it is affected by the frequency
of the GPS readings.
The second measure is the spatio-temporal volume of a
dataset D. To measure it, suppose that each GPS point a
has an area which is the disk of radius r (e.g., r = 5 meters)
centered at a. Suppose that a has a time gap ∆t which
starts t seconds before its reading and ends t seconds after
the reading (e.g., t = 10 seconds). The area of a dataset D
is the union of the areas of the points in D, and the total
time of D is the union of the time gaps of the points of
D, both computed while considering overlapping areas and
overlapping times only once. The volume of D is the product
of the area of D and the total time. Therefore, the volume
is a function of the area and the time spanned by D.
The third measure refers to the amount of information
gained by the dataset. To that end, we consider the information entropy of D with respect to a given partition of the
space, say using a grid index G, and partition of the day into
time slices, e.g., partitioning the day into 24 parts by considering each hour as a slice. For each place (grid cell) x in G
and time t, the probability p(x) is the ratio of the number of
points of D with location in x and time t to all the points of

D. That is, p(x) is the probability of the event of selecting,
randomly, a point from D that isP
located in x and has time
1
t. The entropy of D is defined as x∈G p(x) log( p(x)
). Intuitively, the information entropy indicates how many bits are
needed to represent the information in D in a compressed
form. So, a user with predictable habits will produce less
information than a user who visits many different places in
a chaotic manner.
Note that the information entropy can also be used to
measure the added information when joining a new dataset
D to an existing dataset DE. This can be done by using the
same formula for entropy while the probability function p is
computed based on DE. That is, the probability of a point
a in cell x and time t is the probability that a uniformly
selected point of DE has a location in x and time t. The
entropy is computed using the same formula as before and
the probability function that is based on DE. The added
information can also be measured using the commonly-used
Kullback-Leibler divergence [18].

4.

MARKETPLACE

A marketplace should allow sellers to present their wares
and should provide buyers with means to define what they
need and search for it. The marketplace should also allow
some pricing or negotiation mechanism. Next, we present
the different components and modules that an online geosocial marketplace may include.

4.1

Sellers Module

Sellers should install an app on their device. The app
will collect the spatio-temporal data and will upload to the
marketplace location data that comply with the seller’s constraints. The app will encode the transmitted data so that
users would not send fake data of locations they have not
truly visited.
The goal of the seller module is to allow sellers to define
the data they are willing to sell. For example, a user may
only be willing to share location data collected by her phone
between 10 am and 8 pm at a radius of 5 miles from her
home. This can easily be done by applying a sharing constraint and discarding from the dataset all the measures that
do not satisfy it. For example, the following query can be
used by a seller to offer data collected in a radius of 5 miles
from a specified location, between 10 am and 5 pm, along
with the demographic attributes of age and gender.
PUBLISH location, time, age, gender
WHERE distance(location, (40.741, -74.002)) < 5
AND time BETWEEN 10 am AND 5 pm
Note that a GUI can be developed, to facilitate the specification of a publishing command.
Since location data can be sensitive information, the module should include an alert or filtering function to prevent
sharing places the user never shared before (e.g., places that
are only seldom visited) or places that are not public, i.e.,
locations that very few people visit, based on the data that
the marketplace application receives, unless a specific authorization is provided.

4.2

Buyers Module

Buyers should request data that comply with specifications regrading the (1) area of interest, i.e., only data items
in the specified area should be considered; (2) time frame,

i.e., only data items within the specified time frame should
be considered; (3) quantity and continuity, where the buyer
may only be interested in data that were collected continuously or in datasets whose size exceeds certain limits. In
some cases, buyers may need demographic details of sellers
and will only be interested in purchasing data from sellers
who are willing to provide their demographic details.
For example, the following acquiring command specifies
that the buyer wants to acquire data collected in the area
of downtown Manhattan (a 2 mile radius from the World
Trade Center) by people who are older than 25 and who
gathered the data continuously for at least 2 hours, with at
least one measure every 5 minutes.
ACQUIRE location, time, age, gender
WHERE distance(location, (40.712, -74.013)) < 2
AND age > 25
AND collection(continuous, 2 h, 5 min)
Additional functions constraining the location, the time
and the data-collection process could be defined, to specify
demands. For example, the buyer may only need data from
urban places, data pertaining specific roads, or location data
of people who frequently dine at a restaurant.

4.3

Browsing and Searching

Before acquiring data, buyers may want to browse the
available data, to see if the data are suitable for them, or to
check if data with specific attributes exist in the repository.
Potential sellers may want to know what is the demand for
data they produce. This will require search capabilities, to
support search queries over datasets, such as the following.
SEARCH datasets
WHERE distance(location, (40.712, -74.013)) < 2
AND time BETWEEN 10 am AND 2 pm
The result of a search may be a specimen depicted on a
map. When searching for sellers, the search should specify
properties of sellers and of the area containing the data.
SEARCH sellers
WHERE distance(location, (40.712, -74.013)) < 2
AND age < 18
The challenge is to effectively answer such search queries,
given that they refer to datasets or attributes of sellers and
not to single data items.

4.4

Pricing Mechanism

One of the most challenging tasks in the development of
a marketplace is how to effectively match buyers and sellers
and how to create a mediator that determines the price of
the data. A naive approach is to set the price according to
the amount of data, e.g., based on the measures discussed
in Section 3. However, this does not take into account geographical and social heterogeneity, where there are places
for which data is scarce or where the demand is high, in
comparison to other places. Also, there may be populations
for which data is deficient, and this should affect the value of
data collected by a person who belongs to such a population.
To value geosocial data, while taking heterogeneity into
account, the system should estimate matches of a buyer and
a seller pertaining a certain area. Let a potential match
(b, s, a) be a triple of buyer b, seller s and area a. This potential match can be compared to all the other triples of

buyer, seller and area. For such a comparison, the system
should (i) rank places according to the number of people
who share data about them, (ii) rank places according to
the demand for data about them, (iii) rank sellers according to the size of the population with their demographic attributes, and (iv) rank sellers according to the demand for
data from people having their attributes. In these rankings,
higher supply (more potential sellers) reduces the score and
higher demand increases the score. The above four ranking
scores are combined using some monotone function, say addition. The value of each potential match (b, s, a) is given
relatively to the other potential matches based on the combined rank. To each data request by buyer b0 regarding area
a0 , the system could match the request to the sellers S such
that {(b0 , s, a0 ) | s ∈ S} are the triples with the lowest price
among all the triples of buyer b0 and area a0 .
The system could also support a simpler approach where
buyers specify how much they are willing to pay for the data
and sellers who comply with the required conditions receive
a notification. Then, if the sellers agree to the offered price,
they may share the data with the buyer. The first suitable
sellers who agree to the price get to sell their data, until the
buyer gets the amount of data she desires. When the buyer
does not get enough data, she can offer a higher price.

5.

CONCLUSION

We presented a vision of a geosocial marketplace that facilitates the sharing and selling of location data of people in
a controlled way, while taking into account privacy issues.
The marketplace should allow organizations to buy data in
a managed way, based on specifications of their needs. The
tasks of specifying needs and constraints, matching sellers
and buyers, price negotiation and privacy control are discussed. Such a marketplace will assist organizations and
researchers to acquire spatio-temporal data of individuals
and crowds to support their research and applications. How
to effectively regulate the marketplace is an open question.
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